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Ecological Control of the Snail Host
of Schistosoma japonicum in the Philippines

NELSON G. HAIRSTON1 & BENJAMIN C. SANTOS2

Ecological measures for the control of Oncomelania quadrasi have been in effect over
a large part of the municipality ofPalo, Leyte, Philippines, since the end of 1956. These
measures involve draining, ponding or filling snail habitats. The results show that complete
eradication ofthe snails is possible where complete control ofwater is achieved; less radical
measures always leave a greater or smaller fraction of the snail population.

In the area where control wasplanned, reductions of5O %, 80 % and85.7% were observed
by mid-year 1957, 1958 and 1959 respectively. The figures include four large snail
populations not subjected to control measures, but within the planned area; if these are
omitted, 95% of the snails had been eliminated by July 1959. The measures used are
expensive, but result in benefits in land reclamation and improved land use sufficient to
offset the high cost.

In the Philippines, control of bilharziasis by the
use of molluscicides alone has long been regarded
as too expensive to be feasible.3 This salient point
has been one of the basic assumptions held by the
Schistosomiasis Control Pilot Project, started in
1953 by the Philippine Government in collaboration
with the World Health Organization, and assisted
initially by the International Cooperation Admi-
nistration. The assumption was strengthened by
the discovery that much larger areas were inhabited
by snails than had originally been supposed. Over
the period 1954-56, the Project devised a series of
naturalistic measures for the control of Oncomelania
quadrasi, the snail that serves as intermediate host
for bilharziasis in the Philippines. The measures
devised involved radical alterations of the habitat,
making it unsuitable for the survival and reproduc-
tion of the snail.4 In 1956, the project embarked
upon a scherne to put these measures into effect in a
large part of the municipality of Palo, Leyte Pro-
vince, where the project headquarters are located.
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The present paper is a report based upon data
accumulated through July 1959.

METHODS

Population densities were followed by means of a
quadrat technique. Metal rings, 13 cm in diameter,
were dropped in the colony, and all snails enclosed
in the ring were collected. The pattern of sampling
varied from colony to colony, and in each was
designed to give maximum coverage of the snail-
infested area. In general, the transect method was
employed, either single transects or series of transects
being made. A minimum of 30 samples was taken
at one time in any colony.

Samplings in each snail colony prior to the institu-
tion of control measures provided base-line data.
Numerous samplings in uncontrolled areas, taken
throughout the course of the work, established the
fact that there was no appreciable change in snail
densities in areas where no control work was done;
they permit the conclusion that any significant
decline in snail numbers was due to the measures
applied.

In each colony, samplings were carried out at
bimonthly intervals throughout the period. Data
are thus available on the rate of change in the
snail population, as well as on the final degree of
success achieved. The evaluation reported below is
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based upon a detailed inspection of every colony
in the controlled area, in addition to the sampling
data.

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CONTROL METHODS
ON SNAIL POPULATIONS

In this section, an attempt is made to evaluate the
relative merits of different methods of controlling
snails by ecological means. Not all colonies can be
used for this purpose, since a number of them have
been treated with a variety of methods, thus making
separate evaluations impossible. An exception has
been made in the case of the ponding and filling
method, since the latter operation automatically
goes with the former. In some if not all other
methods some clearing of vegetation accompanied
the initial work as a necessary preliminary activity.
Because the results of clearing alone have been
unsatisfactory (see below), this initial clearing can
be ignored. Molluscicide (NaPCP) was used during
1959, but in every case it followed some other method,
and no independent estimate can be made of its
effectiveness in Palo.
The 22 colonies dealt with in this section were

selected not for success or failure, but because they
were the ones in which single methods of control
had been used, rather than combinations of methods.

Ponding and filling
Six diffierent snail colonies were treated by this

method. They range in size from a single small pond
in Additional " C" in Kanbanwa Zone to fairly
extensive series in Pawing Zone. Success in eradicat-
ing the snail population was complete in five colonies
(Table 1). In one colony, Cabacungan, the popu-
lation was 1% of its original size ten months after
the digging of ponds. Inasmuch as three other
colonies required a longer time to become negative,
the few snails remaining in Cabacungan can prob-
ably be ignored.
The rate of decline of the population after ponding

is very similar to the estimated normal mortality
rate of adult snails, and it follows that the method
does not kill them, but interferes either with breeding
or with the survival of young snails.

Filling has been used independently of ponding
in only a few small areas. The first site tried, Mali-
rong River Pocket No. 1, was still negative for snails
after five years, and the method was also successful
elsewhere. The permanence of this method apparently
depends upon ground water conditions. For

TABLE I
EFFECT OF PONDING AND FILLING ON SNAIL

POPULATIONS

No. months maiteanc
Nameof clony Percentage to reach

manenc
Nameof clony of snails left reduction operations

shown per totalmonths

Capitan Andres 0 12 8/36
Cabacungan 1 10 2/12
Cogon Ponds 0 17 ?

Small swamp 0 10 ?

Additional " C" 0 6 ?

Mahalnas 0 12 ?

Average maintenance operations per month 0.19

example, filling was used in Upper Kanbanwa
Valley, where there are extensive seeps. An inspection
of the area revealed no snails, but the seeps had
broken through again, and the area appeared com-
pletely suitable as a habitat, apparently needing
only the introduction of one or a few individuals to
become dangerous again.
Complete drainage of watersheds
In three cases, complete control of the water in a

small valley has been undertaken. Unlike most of
the other areas drained, these were treated by pro-
viding for the interception of seepage from surround-
ing higher ground. The results, as shown in Table 2,
indicate that the effect is slow but complete. If

TABLE 2
EFFECT OF INTERCEPTION DRAINAGE ON SNAIL

POPULATIONS

No. months Total
Name of colony Percentage to reach maintenanceNameof clony of snails left reduction operations

shown per total
months

Kanbanwa 0 33 24/52
Curahao 0.8 22 11/20
Canbalanac 50 5 3/4

Average maintenance operations per month 0.50
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Kanbanwa is a good indicator, the other populations
should continue to decline and eventually disappear.

Drainage by herringbone pattern
The eight colonies listed in Table 3 were drained

by means of a single main channel doWn the centre,
with lateral branches where they seemed to be
needed. In most cases, a marked improvement was
observed. However, it is also true that this type of
drainage has not resulted in the complete elimina-
tion of snails in a single colony, even after a period
of three years. A thorough examination of the
distribution of the remaining snails indicated the
reasons for the failure of this method to eradicate
all snails in the colony.

Either seepage areas had not dried, as in the case
of Lower Hubang, or certain parts of the colony
were too low for the ditches to be completely
effective (Upper Hubang, Cogon Culvert, and Gu-
mara). In the cases of Upper Hubang and the Cogon
Culvert colony, it was not possible to obtain a better
gradient because of the position of the road culverts,
both of which were placed too high to allow of proper
drainage of upstream areas. This is a common
situation in all endemic areas in the Philippines.

Clearing
The removal of vegetation has been used as the

sole control measure in five colonies, and has been

TABLE 3
EFFECT OF HERRINGBONE DRAINAGE ON SNAIL

POPULATIONS

Name of colony Percentage
of snails left

No. months
to reach
reduction
shown

Total
maintenance
operations
per total
months

Hubang 6 34 15/32
Cogon Culvert 1 30 14/36
Sambulawan 49 12 ?

Bantiles 10 9 7/13
Additional " B" 6 5 ?

Opong 34 6 6/9
Gumara 17 11 8/15
Cabarasan Guti 14 11 9/14

Average maintenance operations per month -0.50

TABLE 4
EFFECT OF CLEARING ON SNAIL POPULATIONS

No. months maiteanc
Nameof c~ony Percentage to reach

manenc
Naofcooonyfsnails left reduction operations

shown per total
months

Purisima 20 8 6/7

Binangkawan 1.4 54 43/54
Canbalanac Outlet 100 5 3/4
Lateral A 13 4

213
Lateral B 2 4

Average maintenance operations per month 0.80

extensively employed in a number of others. The
data in Table 4 confirm that this is the least effective
and most temporary measure used. Binangkawan
Stream was cleared no less than 43 times over a
period of four and a half years, and although this
intensive effort succeeded in reducing the snail
density below one per 3 m2 for a period of nearly
two years, snails were still present. A survey of the
area showed the snails to be present in two limited
parts of the stream, both of which were sites of
seepage from the banks.

PROGRESS OF SNAIL CONTROL IN THE DIFFERENT ZONES
OF PALO AND IN THE AREA AS A WHOLE

In this section, each zone of Palo is discussed
separately, and an estimate made of the rate of
decline in the snail populations. This description
will be clearer to the reader if reference is made to
the map of the project area in Fig. 1. The zones are
discussed in the same numerical order as that used
in the legend of the map.
The history of the snail population, zone by zone

for the eight zones that contained snails, is given in
Fig. 2.

Buri zone
No snail colonies.

Cavite zone
The snails in this zone, while officially listed as

being in two colonies, are actually all in the Hubang
System. The main stream and its tributary, Abella
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FIG. I
PALO PILOT AREA, LEYTE PROVINCE, PHILIPPINES

The numbers on the map represent the various zones, as follows:
Division 1-Poblacion: Division il-Coastal: Division II-Inland:
1. Burl 6. Baras 10. Gacao
2. Cavlte 7. Cogon 11. Kanbanwa3: Guindapunan 8. Pawing 12. Mallrong
4. Luntad 9. San Joaquin 13. Purisima
S. Santa Cruz 14. Takurafga

Creek, run together in the adjacent zone. The area
was drained by centre-channelling in 1956, and the
total snail population in 1959 was only 6% of the
original figures. Little further improvement seemed
likely, however. One of the large swamps used for
growing palawan, a relative of taro, was too low to

be drained unless the culvert on the Gacao vicinal
road was lowered. The same was true of the area
immediately above the culvert. That portion of the
colony known as Abella Creek had received scanty
attention, but the snail population had been reduced
nearly to zero through general drainage of the area.
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FIG. 2

DECLINE IN THE SNAIL POPULATIONS IN EACH OF THE EIGHT SNAIL-INFESTED ZONES OF PALO IN WHICH CONTROL
OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT
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Numbers under the zone names show the estimated numbers of collectable snails in the zone before control operations.

Guindapunan zone

No snail colonies.

Luntad zone

No snail colonies.
Santa Cruz zone

This zone contains the rest of the Hubang System.
Although not hampered by a high culvert, the zone
harboured the same proportion (6%) of the original
snail population as did the upper part of the colony.

An examination of this zone revealed that seepage
water was responsible for virtually all of the snails
present.

Baras zone

This zone had five colonies within its boundary,
and in addition shared the large colony along Kilot
Stream with Pawing Zone. Since the sampling data
were divided according to right and left banks, this
colony could be apportioned to the two zones. Kilot
originally had two principal sources of water; they
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were the Guindapunan Stream and the ricefields
around Sambulawan Swamp to the west of the
national highway. The former was diverted in early
1958 by means of a canal. The remaining source of
water was channelled, as was the whole stream, and
extensive clearing has been done along the banks.
Of the remaining colonies, the four Bakhao Pala-

wan Swamps were originally subjected to clearing
and soil turning. Two were further treated with
molluscicide in March 1959, and in these the snail
population is approximately 1 % of its original value.
In the other two swamps, 50% of the snails remain.
There remains one colony, Binog-Baras, in which

no control measures were instituted.

Cogon zone

The three colonies in Cogon Zone were treated
by different methods. Control was started in Cogon
Stream in early 1956, when two fish-ponds were

constructed there. Because of landowner opposition,
nothing further could be done until early 1958, when
the remainder of the stream was channelled. A few
snails remained in the canal, but in July 1959 the
over-all population was only 0.1 % of the original.
The Cemetery Colony, with a very small snail

population, was treated with molluscicide in March
1959, and no snails have been found there since then.
The Culvert Colony, which originally lay on both

sides of the national highway to Tanauan, was

drained by centre-channelling in June 1956. Down-
stream from the road this method was completely
successful, and no snails remained in that part of the
original colony. Upstream, drainage was not
successful because of the high culvert, and mollusci-
cide was applied in January 1959. The area became
repopulated to full density by May and was finally
filled in August 1959.

Pawing zone

The seven colonies originally present in this zone

gave it more snails than any other zone in the con-

trolled area. Kilot Stream has been discussed in
connexion with Baras Zone. Sambulawan, the
upper part of the Kilot System, and listed as a

separate colony, is obviously too low to be drained
by the existing canals. The snail population is still
approximately half as great as it was originally.-
Two colonies, Capitan Andres and Cabacungan,

have been almost eliminated by the construction of
fish-ponds in 1956 and 1958 respectively.

Bantiles, a large palawan swamp near the mouth
of Kilot Stream, was drained in May-August 1958.

This reduced the snail population by 90%. Mollusci-
cide applied in March 1959 brought about a further
reduction to 2% of the original figure.
Two large untreated colonies near the north-

east edge of the zone account for approximately
800% of the snails remaining in Pawing, and are
primarily responsible for the fact that 27% of the
original snail population remains.

San Joaquin zone

As originally defined by the Palo-Tanauan boun-
dary and the Bunga -San-Joaquin River, this zone
contained only parts of snail colonies. When control
was initiated early in 1958, it was decided that the
zone should be enlarged to include these colonies
in their entirety. Part of one colony (Mahalnas)
was ponded, with the expected result of eradicating
the snails. The remainder of the colonies were
subjected to the centre-channelling type of drainage,
which resulted in a reduction of from 65% to 86%
in the snail populations. Over all, the zone retains
about 150% of its original snail population.

Gacao zone

Control was not attempted, except for Binog
Stream, which was cleared and channelled in August
1958. The reduction in the snail population was
slight, largely because seeps into the stream bed
were not dried.

Kanbanwa zone

This zone was the scene of the first " zone-wide"
snail control, initiated in late 1954. Kanbanwa
Valley, drained by interception channels in May
1955, has been negative for snails since February
1958. Binangkawan has persistently remained
positive, although with very few snails. Drainage,
ponding and mollusciciding have nearly eliminated
the remaining colonies south of the Palo River,
where less than 0.1 % of the original population of
snails remains. In that part of the zone across the
river, Canbalanac Colony was being drained by
interception channels, but the South Main Irrigation
Canal remained uncontrolled.

Malirong zone

This was the site of the experiment on control of
the disease by construction of toilets. Snail control
was not attempted except on an experimental basis.

Purisima zone

The Curahao Lake project was markedly success-
ful in controlling the snail population in this large
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FIG. 3
DECLINE IN THE TOTAL SNAIL POPULATION IN THE
EIGHT SNAIL-INFESTED ZONES OF PALO COMBINED
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colony, which contained more than 90% of the
snails in the zone. Again, the interception principle
was used with good effect. In the other colonies,
clearing was used with the usual poor results, and
two colonies, the South Main Canal and the Soong
Lake Outlet, have not been controlled.

Takuraniga zone

Zone-wide control was started here, but for
economic reasons had to be abandoned.

The area as a whole

The eight zones that contained snails had, before
control operations started, an estimated total of
107 000 000 collectable snails inside their boundaries.
If this whole area is considered as one unit, the
progress of snail control was as shown in Fig. 3.
Although the control programme officially started
in 1956, the experimental work in Kanbanwa had
some measurable effect, and 1955 has therefore been
included in the graph.

Oncomelania quadrasi, vecteur de la bilharziose aux
Philippines est sensible aux changements survenant dans
son habitat. Les experiences qui ont ete faites a ce sujet
au cours de l'ex6cution du projet pilote de lutte contre
la bilharziose a Leyte, ont ete appliques dans la commune
de Palo des 1956.

Les resultats ont montre que la ou l'on peut controler
l'eau de faron compl6te, les mollusques peuvent etre
elimines. La construction d'etangs A poissons dans les
mar6cages, et le colmatage du terrain environnant ont
entrain6 la disparition des mollusques en 10-17 mois.
Des canaux de drainage places de fa9on A intercepter

The over-all reduction has been at least 50% for
two years, and at least 80% for one year. In July
1959, the reduction amounted to 85.7% of the snails
originally present. This figure includes four large
colonies in which no control had been attempted.
If the programme is evaluated on the basis of the
control actually attempted instead of on the zone
boundaries, the reduction in the total snail popula-
tion amounts to no less than 95 %.

DISCUSSION

In several ways, the results of this campaign are
encouraging. Probably the mosf important de-
monstration is that with complete control of water.
Oncomelania quadrasi can be completely eliminated,
The significance of this observation lies in the ob-
vious fact that it may be possible to foresee a great
reduction of bilharziasis control measures in any
given area. The second encouraging feature is the
very high proportion of snails that were eliminated,
even when many colonies were treated with methods
that did not eradicate the snails completely. Eco-
logical methods of snail control have thus been
demonstrated to be effective over a reasonably large
area.
From the standpoint of cost, ecological methods

are very expensive if the expense is charged to public
health alone. However, there is a striking identity
between the measures that are desirable for snail
control and those that are desirable from the stand-
point of modem agricultural practice. These include
not only the proper management of the fields them-
selves, but also water conservation and disposal and
land reclamation. It would appear, then, that the
agricultural benefits might be great enough to
offset completely the cost of measures that other-
wise would be prohibitively expensive.

SUM1t

l'eau suintant des terrains sur6leves ont rendu la vie
impossible aux mollusques, au bout de 33 mois. En
revanche, des m6thodes moins radicales echouerent. Le
drainage, sans canaux interceptant l'eau de suintement,
laisserent en vie 14%-49% de la population des mol-
lusques apres 12 mois, et 6% apres 34 mois. Le seul
faucardage fut impuissant A eliminer les mollusques,
meme apres 54 mois d'efforts.
Un echantillonnage soigne de tous les habitats de la

region vis6e par le projet montra qu'en juillet 1957, 50%
de la population des mollusques avait disparu; en juillet
1958, le chiffre s'6levait A 80%; en juillet 1959, A 85,7%.
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Les 14,3% restant repr6sentaient quatre habitats assez

etendus, qui, bien que dans la zone du projet, n'avaient
pas ete trait6s. Si l'on fait abstraction de ces habitats,
on peut admettre que 95% des mollusques avaient ete
6Jimin6s. Les methodes 6cologiques de lutte ont ainsi fait
leurs preuves, sur un territoire relativement etendu.

Les methodes 6cologiques sont tres onereuses, si elles
doivent etre financ6es par les seuls services de sant6
publique. It faut noter toutefois qu'il y a une concordance

surprenante entre les mesures de lutte antibilarzienne
et les mesures d'am6lioration des techniques agricoles,
qu'il s'agisse des proc6des de travail du sol, de la con-
servation de l'eau et de son elimination, ou de la r6cu-
peration de terrains pour la culture. I1 semble que les
benefices que l'agriculture retirerait des mesures de lutte
contre les mollusques suffiraient a compenser le coOit
de ces dernieres, qui, sans cette compensation, serait
prohibitif.
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